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ABSTRACT  

This paper analyses how social media and internet memes transformed public discourse on domestic 

abuse in Hungary during 2012–13, and how they have been used to mobilise protests and articulate a 

much wider social feeling against the issue than had previously been thought to exist. More closely, it 

discusses these anti-domestic abuse protests through Bennett and Segerberg’s connective action 

analytical framework, and studies internet memes as acts of personalised bottom-up political opinion-

expressing that enabled netizens to connect to a feminist movement goal, that of standing up to 

domestic abuse, in flexible ways, which was important in a country that had traditionally been seen as 

sharing strong negative sentiments about feminism. It also argues that feminist digital mobilisation and 

large-scale meme circulation, both articulated primarily through Facebook and against the existing 

governmental discourse on domestic abuse, worked in tandem as bottom-up pressure on the 

government to introduce a new policy tool, a law, against domestic abuse. The paper also discusses the 

contribution of these protests to rebooting various stages of the legislation process of Hungary’s Law 

on Domestic Abuse, entering into force in July 2013.  
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Introduction  

This paper analyses how social media and internet memes transformed public discourse on domestic 

abuse in Hungary over 2012–2013, in the direct aftermath of which Hungary’s Law on Domestic 

Abuse—a policy tool for which local feminist activists had already been fighting for a decade—was 

created. By providing a case study from Hungary —a Central-Eastern European country that joined the 

EU in 2004, had been a Soviet satellite state between 1949 and 1989, and therefore lacking a long-

standing women’s movement—it studies how the social media and internet memes have been used for 

mobilisation and for articulating a much wider social feeling against domestic abuse that had 

previously been thought to exist. The paper uses Lance W. Bennett and Alexandra Segerberg’s (2012) 

connective action framework to analyse the protests and studies internet memes as acts of personalised 

bottom-up political opinion-expressing that enabled netizens to connect to a feminist movement goal, 

that of standing up to domestic abuse, in flexible ways, in a country that had traditionally shared strong 

negative sentiments about feminism, tended to ignore domestic abuse or perceived it in gender-neutral 

terms. It also argues that feminist digital mobilisation and large-scale meme circulation, both 

articulated primarily through Facebook and against the existing governmental discourse on domestic 

abuse, worked in tandem over 2012–2013 as bottom-up pressure on the government to introduce a new 

policy tool, a law, against domestic abuse.  

 In recent years there has been an explosion of research on how, since the early 2010s, the rise of 

social media has fundamentally transformed existing forms of mobilisation and taking collective 

action. The social media, scholars argued, enabled activists and ordinary people to “self-mediate”, to 

connect their personal concerns to movement goals or frames in flexible ways, and to quickly and 



widely distribute these personalised action frames across their personal digital networks, which allowed 

quick, large-scale mobilisations and also new possibilities for marginalised groups to bypass the gate-

keeping by mainstream media (Lance W. Bennett and Alexandra Segerberg 2012; Manuel Castells 

2015; Paolo Gerbaudo 2012; Olivia Guntarik and Victoria Grieve-Williams 2020; Zeynep Tufekci 

2018). Bennett and Segerberg’s (2012) article has particularly been influential in pointing out the 

differences between traditional, high-cost, collective identity-based, institutionally organised 

“collective action” and low-cost digitally networked “connective action”, with the latter’s focus being 

primarily on “mobilising the expression of large-scale personal concerns” of ordinary people in online 

networks (2012, 745). This latter typology, by locating political actions on the collective-connective 

spectrum according to the extent to which online communication networks become a prominent part of 

the organisational and coordination processes behind these actions, drew attention to a novel type of 

protest movement dynamics in which political action (irrespective of whether offline or online) 

emerges from digitally connected crowds, and less (or not at all) from established political 

organisations. This also transcends the traditional offline-online dichotomy that tended to regard social 

media-assisted online activism as a weak substitute of “real” activism with little lasting impact and 

offering only a false sense of participation (Evgeny Morozov 2011, 179–203; Bill Wasik 2009). Today 

there is academic consensus over the fact that offline political engagements—including “traditional” 

forms of collective protests, like demonstrations, sit-ins, strikes, collections of signatures, petitions, 

letter campaigns, or boycotts —and online political engagements do not necessarily exist in isolation of 

one another, but rather intersect in multiple ways (Meredith Conroy, Jessica T. Feezell and Mario 

Guerrero 2012; Jane-Marie Fatkin and Terry C. Lansdown 2015; Rasmus Kleis Nielsen 2013).  

 In line with the rise of social media (and their capacity to advance users’ personalised online 

self-expressions and that these expressions become noticed by others) the concept of political 

participation, too, shifted, or rather expanded (Stuart Fox 2014; Yannis Theocharis 2015; Yannis 

Theocharis, Joost Moor and Jan W. Deth 2021; Ethan Zuckerman 2014). Seemingly nonpolitical 

digitally networked participatory acts—like tweeting, retweeting, thematic hashtags, uploading a video, 

sharing a post on Facebook —today often qualify for political participation, at least if they aim at 

“raising awareness or exerting any kind of political pressure for the solution of a social or political 

problem” (Yannis Theocharis 2015, 8). Internet memes—that is user-generated multimodal artifacts 

that usually come in groups, are remixed by countless participants and typically employ “satirical 

humour for public commentary”—, are similarly widely understood as bottom-up acts of public 

opinion-expressing, a kind of “lingua franca” of online political discourse (Ryan M. Milner 2013, 2359; 

An Xiao Mina 2014; Carrie A. Rentschler and Samantha C. Thrift 2015; Limor Shifman 2014). In 

today’s complex media environments internet memes can be quickly produced, remixed, and shared on 

a large scale, move from one media platform to another, and even picked up by the mainstream media. 

Hence internet memes, similarly to other personalised political self-expressions mentioned earlier, are 

often far more impactful if they are commenting upon trending political or social issues, than those 

forms of political participation that we traditionally accept as “political” like for example attending 

demonstrations or joining boycotts. 

 Whereas the above-described shift to (digitally) networked protests and new forms of political 

participation is usually told through the examples of such social movements as the Occupy Wall Street, 

the Indignados, or the Arab Spring, the emergence of social media as central platforms for mobilisation 

and articulating bottom-up dissent has significantly transformed feminist protest culture, too. Although 

digital feminist activism has been with us since at least the early 2000s, feminism’s growing reliance 

over the 2010 decade on new digital technologies and social media, in particular, was noted by many 

(Hester Baer 2016; Katherine W. Bogen, et al. 2019; Jonathan Dean and Kristin Aune 2015; Aristea 

Fotopoulou 2016; Kaitlynn Mendes 2015; Alison Phipps, et al. 2018; Jessica Ringrose, Jessalynn 

Keller and Kaitlynn Mendes 2019; Verity Trott 2020). The most spectacular example for the rise of 

these new, social media-based protests was probably the appearance of hashtag-based feminist 



activisms, first of all, #MeToo, but Slutwalk is also notable from 2011 as the earliest social media-

assisted global feminist movement. Internet memes similarly received considerable scholarly attention 

as new forms of digital feminist activism (Kelli S. Boling 2020; Jennifer O’Meara 2018; Teresa 

Pineiro-Otero and Xabier Martínez-Rolán 2016; Rentschler and Thrift 2015; Jessica Ringrose and 

Emilie Lawrence 2018). Some commentators even saw a new, fourth wave of feminism in this shift to 

(digitally) networked protests and new forms of online feminist political participation in the 2010s 

(Baer 2016; Kira Cochrane 2013; Ealasaid Munro 2013). 

 As the above examples demonstrate, the internet and especially the social media emerged as 

new platforms for feminist activism and protest culture on a global scale in the 2010s, extending well 

beyond the borders of highly developed English-speaking countries with long-standing and strong 

women’s movements. As lately Carolina Carolina Matos (2017, 431) has pointed out, the role of these 

platforms in opening new, online spaces for women to voice dissent, change ideas, and organise may 

well have been particularly relevant in societies where promoting women’s rights had traditionally 

encountered resistance off-line. Carolina Matos (2017) coined the term “female ‘Arab Spring’” to 

denote and explore a ground-breaking point in local Brazilian history that consisted of women’s sudden 

large-scale resort to online networks for political expression in the mid-2010s, and which brought a 

revival, at local level, of feminist movements and new, online ways of organising against gendered 

oppression. A similar place, I suggest, is Central-Eastern Europe (CEE) including Hungary, which has 

similarly experienced its local “female Arab Springs” over the last decade: as I discuss shortly, CEE 

women, too, started to resort, in increasing numbers, to online networks for political expression, which 

gave impetus, at local levels, to feminist movements.  

 In the following pages I first discuss Hungary’s anti-domestic abuse protests of 2012–2013 in 

the contexts of 1) post-1989 CEE feminist activisms, and 2) Hungarian feminist activists’ earlier 

struggles for the criminalisation of domestic abuse and the country-specific difficulties they faced in 

terms of disseminating and framing their movement goals. Here I also discuss 3) the role of Facebook 

in Hungary as an established platform for mobilisation among civil society groups from early 2011 

onwards, although before September 2012 no feminist or women’s rights group have used it for these 

purposes. Subsequently, I discuss the anti- domestic abuse protests of 2012–2013 in detail, using 

Bennett and Segerberg’s (2012) notion of connective action as an analytical framework. The final 

section is dedicated to internet memes as personalised forms of bottom-up political expression and their 

role in enabling large-scale bottom-up political engagement with the issue of domestic abuse in the 

specific historical-social context of Hungary’s anti-domestic abuse protests in 2012–2013. 

Putting Hungary’s anti-domestic abuse protests in context 

Traditional and digitally networked feminist activism in CEE countries 

Post-1989 Central-Eastern Europe (CEE) has traditionally been described as a region that was “lagging 

behind” the First World in terms of feminism, lacked a widespread women’s movement, and where 

gaining public support for women’s issues traditionally encountered massive resistance (Redi Koobak 

and Raili Marling 2014). This lack of feminist movements—rightly pointed out by observers after 

1989—occurred despite the fact that earlier feminism had been present in the region. Regarding 

Hungary specifically, women’s movements were at their peak between 1896 and 1914, with the 

Hungarian Association of Feminists founded in 1904, but between the two world wars Hungary 

experienced a conservative turn, and feminism, together with other democratic political forces, got 

marginalised (Judit Szapor 2004). In the aftermath of the Second World War, when the Soviets took 

control of Hungary as part of their political expansion into CEE, the feminist movement was 

systematically silenced (Andrea Pető 1998). In the subsequent decades feminism was proclaimed 

unnecessary, with the explanation that equality between the sexes would be achieved with the advent of 

communism (Lalith DeSilva 1993). Even when after the fall of the Berlin Wall gender equality issues, 

including that of domestic violence, could become subjects of public discussion for the first time since 

decades, the widespread disdain for feminism—endemic in the entire post-socialist region—subsisted 



(Robert Brier 2019). 

 Scholars have repeatedly pointed out the lack of interest in, or even widespread hostility 

towards, feminism in post-1989 CEE societies and the fact that feminism was limited to pockets of 

highly educated, middle-class women and found little resonance among ordinary women (Brier 2019; 

Katja M. Guenther 2011). The general “weakness” of civil society in CEE was similarly often pointed 

out, and also the fact that feminist activist work was typically channelled through NGOs, the agenda of 

which, due to NGOs’ dependence on external funding, tended to be co-opted by CEE states or foreign 

funding bodies. This made these organisations target single-issue short-term projects “at available 

money” rather than setting their own agendas (Guenther 2011; Bogumia Hall 2019; Amanda Sloat 

2005). These developments, scholars argued, altogether resulted in these NGOs failing to have a 

significant impact on local civil societies or state politics.  

 Although in 2011 Guenther still relayed “low levels of feminist mobilization in the region” 

(863), in recent years research started to emerge that reported on the appearance of feminist activisms 

in CEE countries that typically used various social media platforms as facilitators, and were backed up 

by an unprecedentedly wide social support (Vanda Maufras Cernohorská 2019 on the Czech Republic; 

Hall 2019 and; Lidia Salvatori 2018 on Poland). The use of social media as a platform for mobilisation 

indicated, in Bogumia Hall’s (2019, 1502) words, a “move away from the institutionalized feminism 

[of earlier times] toward more informal and participatory engagements”. The most recent major 

example for this, even internationally covered by the media, was the 2020 Strajk Kobiet from Poland: a 

women’s rights social movement organised against the Polish government’s plan to further restrict 

abortion, resulting in an all-country protest in 2020, during which protesters took to the streets but also 

to Facebook, TikTok, and Instagram to voice their dissent, organise themselves and disseminate their 

action frames (Marta Lempart 2020).  

Mobilizing for the criminalisation of domestic abuse in post-1989 Hungary  

In post-1989 Hungary domestic abuse—like abortion rights in Poland—has become a flagship issue for 

local feminists, and they regularly attempted to raise their voice for its criminalisation. In contrast with 

English-speaking Western countries, in Hungary domestic abuse was mostly ignored by the broader 

public until recently and tended to be perceived in gender-blind terms. Specifically, in English-speaking 

Western countries discussions of domestic abuse as well as legislation against it often goes back to the 

mid-and late 19th century—in the UK for example the 1853 Criminal Procedure Act limited the level 

of punishment a man was entitled to give to his wife and children—, and the issue was powerfully 

brought to public attention in the 1970s again, this time by second-wave feminism, and accordingly 

was from the start constructed as a form of gender-based violence with the main group of victims being 

women (Dobash, R. Emerson and Russell P. Dobash 1979, Dobash, R. Emerson and Russell P. Dobash 

1992; Jeff Hearn 1998; Michael P Johnson 1995; Del Martin 1976; Evan Stark 2007). In contrast, in 

Hungary research on the history of domestic abuse is mostly lacking, the issue was entirely “invisible” 

and “unheard of” under state socialism, only sporadically noted in the 1990s, and started to gather 

public visibility only in the early 2000s, due to a tragic case from 2002 that ended in the killing of a 

step-parent by a teenage girl. But even afterwards it quickly faded out of public concern and was 

mostly approached with a focus on children as victims, or, if adult victims, too, were occasionally 

considered, then with the claim that victims were men and women equally (Katalin Fabian 2010; 

Patrícia Margit 2002; Olga Toth and Katalin Robert 2010, 32–33).  

 Framing domestic abuse as a women’s issue has been particularly difficult, due to the strong 

negative sentiments that any issue or political goal openly connected to the equality of sexes had for 

long provoked in Hungarian society, in line with the widespread negative perceptions of feminism 

endemic in the entire post-socialist CEE region (Brier 2019; Guenther 2011). In terms of 

newsworthiness, domestic abuse was not recognised as more significant than just a piece of crime news 

or a tabloid story until 2012–2013 when Facebook and internet memes revitalised and transformed 

public discourse on the issue in Hungary (for newsworthiness and crime news, see e.g. Yvonne Jewkes 



2015, 35–62). Before 2012–2013, even if the media from time to time broke news about local or 

national politicians perpetrating domestic abuse, none of these stories could sustain interest for long, 

and even less provoke massive public reaction. 

 Since the early 2000s a tiny group of feminist activists had been repeatedly demonstrating and 

lobbying for the preparation of a Bill on Domestic Abuse, and using, again and again in vain, the 

institution of citizens’ initiative to submit the issue on the parliamentary order of the day: the initiative 

was repeatedly put on hold in parliament. After 2010 when a right-wing, conservative-nationalist 

government came into power with the FIDESZ political party winning, in coalition with the Christian 

Democrats, the two-thirds of seats in parliament, the issue seemed to entirely disappear from the 

Hungarian political agenda. This government, in contrast to previous, centre-leftist ones, has been 

pushing a deeply conservative gender politics right from the start, including its refusal to ratify the 

Istanbul Convention—which understands domestic abuse as mostly violence against women—, its 

adherence to addressing female citizens mainly through their role as mothers, or its long-standing 

reluctance to acknowledge the family as a potential site of violence (Katalin Fabian 2014). The 

government’s ignorance to domestic abuse started to change only in September 2012 when, after 

feminists once again submitted a citizens’ initiative for their case, Hungarian citizens managed to put 

unprecedented pressure on decision-makers in parliament with the inclusion of Facebook as a new 

means of mobilisation for the case. 

Facebook as an emerging platform for mobilisation 

Facebook has been particularly important in the anti-domestic abuse protests of 2012– 2013 in 

Hungary, as this was the platform that—similarly to the role it played for example in Slutwalk—

sparked the protests. In early 2012 Facebook had roughly 4 million users from Hungary, more than 

40% of Hungary’s population (Socialbakers 2012). In 2013, Facebook was already (and so it is today) 

the most popular social media platform among Hungarians: 91% of Hungarian social media users had a 

Facebook account, and 94–95% of them were active users (HVG 2013). Before September 2012 

Facebook had already been established as a platform for mobilisation among Hungarian civil society 

groups, with the most notable case being that of Milla, which in January 2011, in response to the newly 

elected FIDESZ government and its media laws, attempted, initially with success, at generating social 

support for itself and in opposition to the government through Facebook (Peter Wilkin, Lina Dencik 

and Éva Bognár 2015). There is no public documentation of any kind, however, of any Hungarian 

feminist or women’s rights activist group that would have resorted to Facebook for large-scale 

mobilisation purposes before September 2012. Similarly, although Hungarians had been familiar with 

internet memes since the 1990s, and the popularity of internet memes significantly increased with the 

rise of social media in Hungary, too, there is no documentation of any internet meme before September 

2012 that would have circulated (or at least not on a significant scale) on Hungarian websites or among 

Hungarian social media users with the purpose of raising awareness or exerting any kind of political 

pressure for the solution of a women’s rights issue, let alone domestic abuse, in Hungary. This is 

probably due to the fact that, as discussed earlier, Hungarians until recently had nurtured strong 

negative sentiments towards any issue or political goal openly connected to the equality of sexes.  

Before 2012–2013, even if the media from time to time broke news about local or national politicians 

perpetrating domestic abuse, none of these stories could sustain interest for long, and even less provoke 

massive public reaction.  

 My study connects to the above-described developments when it analyses an early example of 

digitally networked feminist activism in Hungary from 2012 to 2013, one which used Facebook as a 

facilitator and aimed at the criminalisation of domestic abuse. As I discuss shortly in more detail, 

through the combination of traditional off-line activist tools (submitting a citizens’ initiative to the 

parliament, collecting supporting signatures, demonstrating) and new, online activist tools (announcing 

a demonstration on Facebook, using the Facebook page of the demonstration to spread movement 

goals) activists managed to mobilize much wider support for their cause than ever before. This support 



was also articulated in the form of internet memes, shared and re-shared in large numbers by 

proponents, which managed to sustain the public visibility of this social support—and thereby exert 

pressure on the government to continue its freshly started work in preparing a Bill on Domestic 

Abuse—even after off-line political actions stopped. In the next section, I discuss the development of 

the anti-domestic abuse protests of 2012–2013 in more detail and also the change they generated in the 

national discourse on domestic abuse.  

The anti-domestic abuse protests of 2012–2013 as “connective action”, and their legacy for the 

public discourse on domestic abuse in Hungary  

Hungary’s anti-domestic abuse protests of 2012–2013 came in two waves, in September 2012 and in 

April–May 2013. The September 2012 protests were triggered by the fact that during the September 11 

2012 parliamentary discussion of a citizens’ initiative for the creation of a Law on Domestic Abuse 

(again submitted by feminist activists and supported by more than 100,000 signatures) István Varga, an 

MP of the ruling party FIDESZ, suggested, in line with the party’s policy, rejecting the initiative and 

added that in his opinion domestic violence “would not even come up” if women gave birth to more 

children (Fidesz Macho in Parliament: Women’s Calling is to Produce Babies 2012). Although sexist 

claims about domestic abuse in parliament have been heard before (for example Sándor Lezsák in 2004 

spoke against anti-domestic abuse legislation as “anti-men propaganda”), Varga’s insensitive words 

provoked a massive public reaction. Within hours, satirical internet memes mocking the MP’s claim 

started to circulate, first on Facebook, then spilled over to other parts of the internet. A demonstration, 

too, dubbed the Women’s Uprising (“Nők lázadása”), was announced on Facebook by a (spontaneously 

gathered) group of feminist activists, and quickly gathered mass support (Anna Orsolya Abonyi 2012). 

Within a few days, the quickly growing support for the demonstration and the intensive meme 

circulation were so powerfully articulating public discontent that even major national TV channels 

finally started to cover the issue. Varga made a public apology, and the FIDESZ government, too, 

quickly backed down (FIDESZ 2012). They announced the re-discussion of the initiative in parliament 

even before the demonstration actually took place in front of the houses of parliament in Budapest on 

September 16 2012, and within a week legislators indeed passed a resolution to elaborate the initiative 

into a bill. (The elaboration process, however, reached an impasse by January 2013).  

 The second wave was triggered by what was dubbed as the “komondor Balogh” scandal by the 

Hungarian media: on April 29 2013 a small online news magazine, 444. hu broke the news that József 

Balogh, an MP of the ruling party FIDESZ had battered his cohabiting girlfriend so severely that the 

woman got hospitalised (Zsolt Kerner 2013). Propelled by the recently increased newsworthiness of 

domestic abuse, TV2 and RTL Klub, the two major Hungarian commercial broadcasters, also picked up 

the story in their prime-time evening bulletins. On that evening millions of Hungarians watched Balogh 

on their TV screens with his injured fists and briefly explaining the battering incident, by blaming the 

family’s blind komondor dog—the reason for Balogh’s nickname—for his girlfriend’s injuries. The 

MP’s very apparent and ridiculous lies triggered a public outcry, which just grew further over the fact 

that Balogh’s party, the FIDESZ failed to distance itself from the batterer until May 2—instead, it 

distanced itself, on a more abstract level, from violence against “the weak”—and even then refrained 

from expressing a clear message about Balogh’s responsibility for the battering, and allowed him to 

keep his MP status. These acts altogether communicated a very clear message about the FIDESZ’s 

reluctance to step up against domestic abuse perpetrators, to which the Hungarian public responded 

with an intense meme circulation, which quickly spilled over to other parts of the internet and put 

Balogh at public ridicule. (This time offline actions organised by feminists were only sporadic, took 

place only belatedly and did not involve any large-scale mobilisation).  

 As the above paragraphs demonstrate, both waves were triggered by news stories on domestic 

abuse, involving high-ranking politicians. However, I argue that the unprecedentedly massive public 

reaction these news stories triggered cannot be assigned to the sheer fact that these incidents got into 

the news (given that the Hungarian media had been for a while, as discussed earlier, reporting on 



domestic abuse cases including cases with politicians as perpetrators), but rather the fact that, in 

contrast to earlier times and in addition to already-available offline activist tools, Facebook, too, was 

available as a platform for articulating and making publicly visible large-scale bottom-up 

dissatisfaction regarding domestic abuse and for exerting political pressure for the solution of the issue. 

This, I argue, has become a game-changer in the Hungarian public discourse on domestic abuse.  

 Facebook emerged as a platform for both feminist mobilisation and voicing bottom-up political 

opinion by ordinary netizens. As illustrated above, internet memes and feminist digital activism worked 

in tandem during the protests, as they both made visible, with the help of Facebook, something that was 

previously not thought to exist: a dissatisfaction with the existing governmental discourse on domestic 

abuse and the handling of the issue by the government. Although these two forms of bottom-up protests 

differed considerably—one of them was called into being due to a mobilisation by feminist activists, 

the other consisted of ordinary netizens’ spontaneous (digitally networked) acts of political 

engagement, in the form of large-scale spread of internet memes on Facebook and their subsequent 

spilling over elsewhere—both voiced bottom-up dissatisfaction, and, as a whole, can be grasped in 

terms of Bennett and Segerberg’s (2012, 756) “crowd-enabled” type of connective action. Specifically, 

in line with Bennett and Segerberg’s concept, Facebook has become the primary organisational form of 

political action: political engagement occurred primarily through personal digital networks, and 

through ordinary netizens’ spontaneous, personalised acts of public opinion-expressing that did not 

require adherence to established groups or ideologies (like feminism), neither an alignment with 

already established feminist or women’s NGOs. Citizens were joining “women” in the uprising, and 

mocked the governmental discourse on domestic abuse when they shared internet memes, event invites 

to the demonstration, or slogans like “this is not our shame”, “is the good woman the beaten woman?”. 

 In September 2012 it also became evident that there was a significant difference in how the 

Hungarian government and activists saw the issue of domestic abuse, which, I argue, made it possible 

to grasp the protests of 2012–2013 as “feminist protests”, despite the fact that joining them did not 

require any open alignment with feminism. Specifically, in September 2012 activists created the 

demonstration with strong gender connotations (“Women’s Uprising”), described domestic abuse as 

primarily affecting female victims, and the majority of the internet memes, too, mocked the “woman as 

a child-bearing machine” element of Varga’s claims, therefore the public outcry constructed domestic 

abuse overall as a women’s issue. The government’s standpoint, however, when it finally ceded to the 

pressure and agreed to elaborate the initiative into a bill, was based on a gender-blind notion of 

violence, in line with earlier popular understandings of the issue. It stressed in a public announcement 

that victims of domestic abuse could be not only women, but children and men, too (MTI 2012), and in 

general consistently rejected to acknowledge gender as a structural element of abuse. (Initial 

mainstream media coverage of the events also tended to relapse to gender-blind constructions of the 

issue, but it soon switched to coverage that acknowledged the gender aspect, and this was mostly 

sustained also during the second stage of the protests in April and May 2013). Given that earlier there 

was massive resistance in Hungarian society against acknowledging gender as a crucial aspect of abuse 

and that this understanding of the issue had been promoted only by feminists, it is not an overstatement 

to say that the protests of 2012 had a distinct feminist tint, even if the majority of protesters did not 

necessarily identify as feminists, or at least did not belong to any feminist NGO or activist group. 

 The year 2012 therefore, I argue, became a game-changer in the Hungarian public discourse on 

domestic abuse: the inclusion of feminist voices created a significant extension of the existing national 

discourse on the issue. The use of social media allowed these voices, which previously had been 

marginalised in the public sphere, to emerge at centre stage of national public discourses on domestic 

abuse, and to attract wider social support to their cause than was previously thought to exist. They also 

managed to gain social and mainstream media support for their claim that domestic abuse primarily 

affects women. Notably, feminist activists also proved capable to achieve a change to the initial neglect 

of domestic abuse by political decision- makers, and their taking action also created an expectation of 



the government to bring into force new policy instruments against domestic abuse. Generally speaking, 

Hungary’s anti-domestic abuse protests of 2012–2013 were strongly intertwined with the legislation 

process of Hungary’s Bill on Domestic Abuse. They contributed, twice, to pushing this legislation 

process from one stage to the next: first in September 2012, when the government ceded to the 

protesters and agreed to elaborate the citizens’ initiative into a bill; and, second, in May 2013 when the 

government responded to the second wave of protests by a quick rebooting of the preparation of the 

Bill (which by then had stalled for 4 months) and subsequently swiftly passed it in parliament on June 3 

2013.  

 In the next section, I discuss how during the second wave, in the absence of demonstrations 

organised by feminist activists, internet memes took over the role of voicing large-scale bottom-up 

dissent and putting pressure on the government to step up against perpetrators of domestic abuse. I 

study internet memes as acts of personalised political opinion-expressing that allowed ordinary people 

to comment upon and voice personal concerns in the face of domestic abuse and its handling by the 

government without necessarily or openly associating themselves with a “badly reputed” feminism. 

Internet memes 

The “komondor Balogh” internet memes appeared within a short time on Facebook after RTL Klub and 

TV2 exposed Balogh as a woman-batterer and a liar on April 29 2013 and subsequently spread swiftly 

across media platforms. As nearly all of these memes, except only four, contained a komondor dog—

mostly a blind one, as either an image (with blindness evidenced by dark glasses), or a text, or both—, 

henceforth I refer to them as “komondor Balogh memes” as a group, whereas individual memes will be 

called “memetic variants”, following Shifman’s (2014, 8) terminology. On 30 April, the day after 

Balogh’s exposure by television, Index.hu and 24.hu, two online news magazines in Hungary, were 

already reporting an intensive meme circulation and published altogether 23 memetic variants from the 

series (see LB 2013; Panda a Parkban 2013). In the next couple of days, the “komondor Balogh” 

internet memes made their way into practically all major online (and some off-line) news media outlets, 

and some even reached mainstream television. On 2 May for example major commercial broadcaster 

TV2 presented three of them on its prime- time evening news bulletin as an illustration of the 

“embarrassment” that “the politician’s explanation provoked in many people”. As of 2021 my 

collection, gathered from various sites on the Hungarian-language part of the internet, consists of 

altogether 40 “komondor Balogh” memetic variants (37 still images and three videos).1 

 As a group, internet memes can be considered a “polyvocal” discourse (Ryan M. Milner 2013), 

where each memetic variant presents a specific perspective or voice, but all are united together as one 

bottom-up public discourse that comments upon the same trending issue, in this case, the Balogh 

incident, and more broadly, the ongoing political discussion on domestic abuse and perpetrators. 

Memetic variants are also personalised forms of bottom-up public opinion-expressing in the online 

space (Bennett and Segerberg 2012): they can be produced, remixed, or selected from the available 

range of variants for further circulation according to netizens’ own personal tastes and concerns and 

therefore they present multiple options through which netizens can connect to an ongoing online 

political discussion. This polyvocality and openness for personalisation are present in the komondor 

Balogh memes as well, first of all in their considerable variety regarding exactly which element of the 

Balogh story they mock. In the following paragraphs, I present four categories of the komondor Balogh 

memes to show how the relatively high variety of memetic variants allowed netizens to stand up to a 

high- profile perpetrator of domestic abuse and, more broadly, to comment upon the issue of domestic 

abuse, even without openly and necessarily aligning with feminism or feminist understandings of 

domestic abuse.  

 Based on the “object of mockery” criterion, the largest group (nine of the 40 variants) mocks 

the element of a shift of responsibility—that is lying—in Balogh’s fabricated story where the blind 

komondor dog took over the role of the perpetrator of battering. These memetic variants come up with 

various satirical interpretations of what an abusive, constantly belligerent dog can look like or they 



place the blind komondor dog in surprising contexts, thereby creating absurd “battering” situations. 

The second-largest group (eight variants) mocks Balogh as a perpetrator of domestic abuse. These 

variants portray bizarre episodes from the “idyllic” family life of perpetrators, as imagined based on 

Balogh’s narrative, for example, what playing “mummies and daddies” may look like in such a family. 

Notably, if there is a victim portrayed in these memes, they are always women, whereas perpetrators 

are (almost) always male, which shows that netizens strongly relied on available feminist discourses on 

the issue (for a selection of memetic variants see Figure 1 below).  

 The third and fourth group criticize the Balogh incident on a more abstract level and put it in 

broader social-political contexts. Specifically, the third group targets governmental discourse and the 

questionable ways in which the government handled the case. For example, the remix of the “Keep 

Calm and Carry On” motivational poster, originally produced by the British government to raise the 

public morale of the British population in preparation for the Second World War, re-interprets the 

original [Figure 1 here] message of the poster as promoting the “morale” of FIDESZ and Balogh, 

encouraging them to “keep calm” and thereby sweep the matter under the carpet. Another variant that 

shows a panoramic view of one section of the Hungarian Parliament with MPs sitting in their seats and 

one of them, a male figure with a blind komondor dog’s head in place of his own, mocks Hungarian 

political culture as a space that tolerates perpetrators and lets them stay in prominent positions. Yet 

another variant concretely references feminism and constructs domestic abuse as a feminist issue: it 

shows the image of a komondor dog with a caption that reads “I don’t need feminism, only a good pair 

of glasses”. Finally, the fourth group contains only images of komondor dogs, a clear reference to 

Balogh, with a less explicit object of criticism: these variants are sheer mementos of the embarrassing 

incident, capable of embracing a vast range of meanings. In 2015 József Nagy discussed the 

“komondor dog” as both a concrete reference to woman-battering and a national symbol of a declining 

public morality on a more abstract level that encompasses a range of negative sentiments about 

Hungarian political life, including anti-FIDESZ sentiments, dissatisfaction with the moral conduct of 

Hungarian politicians and disappointment at their corruptness, and his diagnosis is still valid today. As 

of 2021, the (blind) komondor dog is still vivid in the collective memory of Hungarians in the very 

same meaning structure Nagy unpacked.  

 The above brief catalogue gives a taste of the many ways in which the “komondor Balogh” 

internet memes allowed netizens to express critical voices on the Balogh story and the broader issue of 

domestic abuse and its handling by the government. Notably, many memetic variants targeted not only 

the MP’s transgressions, but also the broader political-governmental discourse in which they were 

embedded, which may point in a direction similar to what Bogumia Hall (2019) described apropos of 

the women’s rights protests in Poland in the late 2010s, namely that the Polish government’s 

conservative gender politics allowed citizens to re-assess the struggle for women’s rights as part of a 

struggle against the illiberal regime. This diagnosis is further confirmed by József Nagy’s (2015) earlier 

discussed analysis, according to which the (blind) komondor dog is both a concrete reference to 

woman-battering and a symbol of declining morality in Hungarian political life under the FIDESZ 

regime. These memes, overall, served as a powerful satirical counter-discourse to the government’s 

reluctance to prevent perpetrators of domestic abuse from getting away with their crimes, and they also 

created a largely homogeneous emotional regime around the incident. They constructed Balogh as an 

object of public ridicule, but also that of embarrassment, shame, and outcry, therefore they worked as a 

kind of networked bottom-up social pressure that was hard to ignore. As a response, the FIDESZ 

government quickly rebooted the preparation of a Bill on Domestic Abuse on May 10 2013 and the Bill 

finally passed in parliament on June 3 2013. The subsequent Act on Intimate Partner Violence came 

into force on July 1 2013 (albeit with a somehow different content for which feminist activists had been 

lobbying).  

Conclusions  

By providing a case study from a Central-Eastern European country, Hungary, this paper analysed how 



the emergence of social media facilitated the transformation of public discourse on an important 

women’s rights issue, domestic abuse, in a society where women had traditionally struggled to have a 

voice in the public sphere. It analysed the anti- domestic abuse protests of 2012–2013 through Bennett 

and Segerberg’s (2012) connective action analytical framework. It studied how the inclusion of 

Facebook as a means of mobilisation and articulating bottom-up dissent worked as a game-changer in 

the existing national discourse on domestic abuse by giving space to and amplifying bottom-up 

dissident voices. The paper also studied internet memes as acts of personalised bottom- up political 

opinion-expressing that were capable to connect netizens’ personal concerns to feminist movement 

goals in flexible ways. This made broad-base participation possible in a country that had shared strong 

negative sentiments about feminism. 

 Overall, this paper found that the social media, due to their openness to voices that had 

traditionally been marginalised or ignored elsewhere, allowed Hungarian feminists to emerge in 

September 2012 as powerful political actors in the ongoing Hungarian discussion on domestic abuse. 

Social media allowed feminists to attract wider social support to their cause, the criminalisation of 

domestic abuse. Feminist activists also managed to achieve mainstream media support for their claim 

that domestic abuse primarily affected women, a perspective that previously had been marginalised in 

Hungarian society and promoted only by feminists. This, the paper has argued, gave the protests a 

markedly feminist tint, irrespective of the fact that the majority of protesters did not necessarily identify 

as feminists, neither belonged to any feminist NGO or activist group. The events of September 2012 

also created an expectation of the government to bring into force a new policy instrument, a separate 

Bill on Domestic Abuse. This, however, was not implemented until May 2013, when anti-domestic 

abuse protests were sparked again: as the government’s ongoing reluctance to step up against 

perpetrators became evident, netizens once again responded with an intense meme circulation. 

 As we have seen, internet memes played a crucial role during the protests as both bottom-up 

pressure on the government and as a tool that allowed ordinary citizens to connect to movement goals 

in flexible ways. Given that the protests, in general, were strongly intertwined with the legislation 

process of Hungary’s Bill on Domestic Abuse, and more than once exposed FIDESZ politicians’ 

questionable conduct in relation to domestic abuse, many of the internet memes, instead of commenting 

directly or solely upon domestic abuse, targeted the government’s reluctance to stand up to it. It is 

likely that this anti-governmental layer of meaning, by allowing netizens to re-assess the struggle for 

women’s rights as part of a struggle against the illiberal FIDESZ regime, just further enhanced the 

social support for the protests. This latter aspect is worthy of future research, especially as in the 

meantime both CEE illiberal governments have further consolidated their powers and resorted to what 

scholars describe as transnational anti-gender discourse, which in these societies serves as a discursive 

underpinning for cutting back the social gains of many vulnerable social groups including women. 

 

Note 1. Data collection originally took place in August 2017, through Google, with the following 

search terms: “Balogh + komondor”, “Balogh József”. “Balogh + családon belüli erőszak” [i.e. the 

Hungarian equivalent for “Balogh + domestic abuse”]. A repeated search in January 2020, with the 

same search terms, did not bring any new data.  
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